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gnomeria 



Applications are transforming 

Loosely coupled 

Rapid changes 

Heterogenous 

Monolith 

Slow changes 

Homogenous 



We have to manage this somehow 



Amazon ECS 

Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) is a fully managed container orchestration service 
 
 

ECS supports Fargate to provide serverless compute for containers. Fargate removes the need to  
provision and manage servers. 
 

Scales to support clusters of any size, and pay for what you use 





Comparison on Kubernetes terminology 

Task definitions 

Like a yaml file that describes a Deployment. 

 

 

Task 

Like a Pod 

 

Container instance 

Like a Node 

 

 

Container agent 
Like a kubelet 

 

 

Service 
Like a Deployment with a Controller 

credit: 
https://medium.com/@eightlimbed/ecs-terminology-for-kubernetes-users-6f3ec91b4f47 
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Sample ECS pattern 



ECS Concepts 



ECS Concepts - Cluster 



ECS Concepts - Task 



ECS Concepts - Service 



ECS - Task Definition 

- Can contains up to 10 container  
definitions 

- All containers are co-located on the  
same host 



CPU and memory specification 

Task level 

Container level 



Simple walkthrough... 







Initial EC2 Spot instance as ECS instance 



Create task definition  
with EC2 launch type  
compatibility 



Pressing “Add container”  
button to configure 



Create a service  
based on  
previous task  
definition 



 
Setup a load  
balancer in  

service  
configuration 



 

Task is running as desired 



ECS container networking 

none 

Tasks do not have external connectivity and port mappings can't be specified in the container  
definition 

bridge 

Task utilizes Docker's built-in virtual network which runs inside each container instance 

host 

Bypasses Docker's built-in virtual network and maps container ports directly to the EC2 instance's  
network 

awsvpc 

Task is allocated an elastic network interface, and you must specify a NetworkConfiguration when  
you create a service 



 
ECS Task with EC2 launch type  

with awvpc issue 



ECS & Fargate 



AWS Fargate 

Managed by AWS 
No EC2 instances to provision, scale or manage 
 

 

Elastic 
Scale up & down seamlessly. Pay only for what you use 
 
 

Integrated 
VPC Networking, ELB, IAM, CloudWatch, etc. 

Gotchas: 
Default ECS service limit on concurrent Fargate tasks is 50 per region 

credit: aws-ecs-workshop-a-journey-to-modern-applications 



After updating our task  
definition to include  
fargate compatibility 



Created a new service  
after using updated task  

definition and launch  
type 



What’s to get from all of these 

AWS ECS can simplify many of patterns in modern applications such as batch jobs, long live, etc.  

AWS Fargate serverless compute provides almost unlimited flexibility and resources on compute  

Vendor lock-in problem 

 

Less documentations, case studies, open source tools compared to the alternatives 



Extra: What’s new on ECS 

Fargate Spot 

AWS EKS (Kubernetes) on Fargate 

 
Extra: Resources on ECS 

https://github.com/awslabs?q=ecs  

https://github.com/nathanpeck/awesome-ecs  

https://github.com/aws/amazon-ecs-cli 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/devops/build-a-continuous-delivery-pipeline-for-your-container-images-with-amazon-ecr-as-source/  

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/set-up-a-continuous-delivery-pipeline-for-containers-using-aws-codepipeline-and-amazon-ecs/ 

 

 

 

Credits: 
https://www.slideshare.net/Docker/introduction-to-docker-2017 

https://www.slideshare.net/AmazonWebServices/aws-ecs-workshop-a-journey-to-modern-applications  

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/powering-your-amazon-ecs-cluster-with-amazon-ec2-spot-instances  

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/building-deploying-and-operating-containerized-applications-with-aws-fargate/  

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/building-blocks-of-amazon-ecs/ 
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Alone We are smart, together We are brilliant 

                     THANK YOU ! 

Quote by Steve Anderson 


